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The Stained 
Glass Window 

Collection

The stained glass window collection 
of St. Luke’s resulted from the efforts of 
the parishioners over a period of 52 years. 
The collection of religious art windows 
represents the talents of the artists from 
four studios: Louis Comfort Tiffany 
Studio, New York (1922); Cummings 
Studio, San Francisco (1952); George 
Payne Studios, Patterson, New Jersey, 
and London, England (1966, 1967); and 
the Wimpell-Mowbray Studio of Exeter 
England workshops (1974), each with 
its own characteristic style. The Exeter 
windows are particularly rich with 
symbolism contained in each, including 
flanking medallions appropriate to 
the story told, local scenes and items 
identified with the donors, to segments 
suggesting the local agriculture 
surrounding Woodland.

Picture Courtesy of Tom Taylor
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Introduction
St. Luke’s Episcopal Church is lo-

cated in Woodland, California, just 
a short distance northwest of Sacra-
mento. It is a city surrounded by rich 
agricultural lands that produce to-
matoes, grains, rice, orchards and 
livestock. The city was born and has 
thrived as an agricultural community.

The first Episcopal service was held 
April 23, 1871, and monthly thereafter 
until 1887 when the original St. Luke’s 
Church was built on Second Street one-
half block north of its present location. 
It soon become apparent that the origi-
nal church would no longer serve the 
congregation. The vestry began the 
process of building a new, present day 
church in 1904 when they purchased 
the current site a the corner of Lincoln 
Ave. and Second Street. A contract for 
architectural design was awarded in 
1911 to William C. Hays, a lecturer at 
the University of California, Berkeley, 
and a staunch Anglophile. His final de-
sign included many characteristics of 
the Episcopal church in Smithfield, Vir-
ginia, which had been built in the 1600’s.

The exterior design was for a brick 
building in the Norman-Gothic style 
and interior in a modified Craftsman 
style. This new church was dedicated 
on September 30, 1912. The facilities 
continued to grow in 1927 when the 
Guild Hall was added, which included 
a social hall, kitchen and another Sun-
day school room. The following year 
a separate house was completed and 
served as the Rectory until 1972 when 
it was converted to administrative of-
fices. The final expansion was complet-
ed in 1957 with the addition of a Great 
Hall, a large kitchen, pre-school facili-
ties and eight Sunday school rooms.

The collection of stained glass win-
dows began on Palm Sunday in 1922, 
with the dedication of the Louis Com-
fort Tiffany triptych window. Addition-
al windows were added in 1952, 1966, 
1967 and the collection was completed 
in 1974, 52 years latter. The stories de-
picted, the art and the symbolism within 
the windows are the subject of this work. 
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Brief History of Stained 
Glass

The American Art Glass Association 
has given perhaps the best answer to the 
question: What is Stained Glass? “There is 
a mystery to glass. It is a form of matter 
with gas, liquid and solid state properties. 
Glass is most like a super cooled liquid 
which captures light and glows within. It is 
a jewel like substance make from the most 
ordinary materials, sand transformed by 
fire. Before recorded history, man learned 
to make glass and color it by adding 
metallic salts and oxides. These minerals 
within the glass capture specific portions 
from the spectrum of white light allowing 
the human eye to see various colors. Gold 
produces stunning cranberry, cobalt makes 
blues, silver creates shades of yellows and 
gold, while copper makes greens and brick 
red.”

The specific origin of stained glass art is 
virtually impossible to determine. Glass 
jewelry beads have been found from about 
2700 B.C. as have shards of colored glass 
from Pompey. Stained glass began to be 

considered an art form when Christians 
were allowed by Constantine to worship 
openly. The oldest surviving example is a 
depiction of Christ’s head from the tenth 
century retrieved from the Lorsch Abbey 
in Germany.

Stained glass flourished during the 13th-
14th centuries with the rise of Gothic 
architecture and the great cathedrals of 
Europe. The predominant colors were reds 
and blues. The windows were basically a 
translucent complex mosaic of colored 
glass connected by lead viewed not as a 
picture but as an illustration of an idea.

The late Gothic - Renaissance period, 
15th - 17th centuries, saw great changes 
in the artistry of stained glass. Paler 
colors began to be used in the demand for 
brighter cathedrals and church interiors.  
Windows became more of a picture than 
an atmosphere. The painted panels became 
more like easel painting. Glasswork was 
no longer anonymous and the work of 
specific artists and workshops became 
easily recognized.
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Political and religious unrest during the 
16th and 17th centuries resulted in the 
destruction of thousands of stained glass 
windows. During this period of massive 
destruction, stained glass fell from favor, 
and was replaced by Renaissance style. 
Artists began using thicker coats of 
enamels on glass surface as if painting on 
canvas which resulted in opaque windows. 
Slowly during these 200 years, stained 
glass fell out of favor and knowledge was 
lost of old techniques. Stained glass was 
rarely produced, and was not revived until 
the 19th century.

Interest in Gothic architecture was 
revived in England during the mid 19th 
century. Samples of medieval glass were 
discovered and analyzed, and the lost 
techniques rediscovered. Glass studios 
in England began to produce medieval 
windows for the surging interest in Gothic 
Revival churches. 

John La Farge and Louis Comfort 
Tiffany, two painters in America, began 
experimenting with glass in an attempt 
to create glass with a wide range of 
visual effects without painting. La Forge 

developed and copyrighted opalescent 
glass in 1879 and Tiffany popularized 
it. A chemist discovered a formula that 
produced heat sensitive glass. The addition 
of arsenic, uranium or gold enabled the 
glass to change color when reheated. 
Simultaneously adding bone ash to the 
glass would turn it a pearly white, thus 
creating opalescent glass. The artist was 
able to control the area of color change 
by differential heating as well as the 
crystallization of the mineral contained. 
Both La Farge and Tiffany were masters 
of layering glass and plating, to achieve 
texture and depth that did not include 
painting.

Since early in the history of stained glass, 
it has not been uncommon to have some 
representation of the donor depicted in 
the glass. The depictions in the borders of 
the Exeter Studio windows are examples. 
Also, a figure’s face in the panel could be 
that of the donor, a wife, child or another 
person of significance.

This brief history we hope will add to 
the enjoyment of the religious art glass 
windows of St. Luke’s church.
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“Tiffany Window”
The Louis Comfort Tiffany triptych panel 

was the first religious art glass installed in the 

church. It occupies the central position over 

the altar and draws your immediate attention 

when you enter the church. Dedicated on 

Palm Sunday, April 12, 1922, this three panel 

window was given by Mrs. Rose Nelson 

in memory of her late husband Charles Q. 

Nelson and infant daughter. These windows 

have been referred to as the “Tiffany Window” 

since their installation, however, the Memorial 

Committee responsible for the Exeter Studio 

windows in 1974 could find no documentation 

verifying these were Tiffany Studio windows. 

They contacted Dr. Robert Koth, Professor 

of art at Southern Connecticut State College, 

New Haven, and a leading expert on Tiffany 

windows. He confirmed they were definitely 

the work of Tiffany Studios. Furthermore, 

they were unquestionably in the style of 

Frederick Wilson, who had copyrighted a 

similar Ascension window in 1884. Dr. Koth’s 

authentication was proven in the mid-1990’s 

when the windows had deteriorated to the 

extent that they required major restoration. 

This effort meant completely disassembling 

and reconstructing with modern came. Louis 

Comfort Tiffany’s signature was revealed 

when the molding surrounding the Jairus 

window (far right) was removed.
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“Tiffany Window” 

Based on anecdotal information, 
Frederick Wilson supposedly supervised 
the installation of the Tiffany triptych 
window. Spending some time here he 
became so enamored with California that 
he resigned from the Tiffany Studios, 
settled in southern California and opened 
an art school and studio.

The large central panel depicts the 
Ascension of Jesus. On the right, a smaller 
panel reminds the viewer about the story 
of the healing of Jairus’ daughter while 
on the left is a wonderful depiction of the 
nativity.

The letter Alpha, first of the Greek 
alphabet, located on the bottom of the 
Nativity panel, together with a morning 
sky behind Mary’s head are both 
consistent with the birth of the baby 
Jesus, a beginning. There is a sprig of 
holly which was blessed by Mary for 

shielding her family during the escape 
from Herod’s soldiers. According to 
legend the holly became evergreen and 
therefore a symbol of immortality. The 
fleur-de-lis, a particular type of lily 
symbolizes purity of St. Mary the Virgin. 
Beginning with this panel and continuing 
counter clockwise around the church, the 
windows tell the sequential story of the 
life of Jesus.

These three panels are superb examples 
of Tiffany’s mastery of developing glass 
that possess a wide range of visual 
effects without painting. Particularly 
stunning is the effect of depth and folds 
in the robes achieved by drapery folding 
the glass and the effects of using layers 
of different glass to create special effects. 
Some of the segments are as many as 
five layers thick. These characteristics 
make these windows unique among all 
the other windows in our church. Depth 
and texture in the other windows are 
achieved by painting the glass segments.
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“The Epiphany”

The Epiphany window consists of two 
rows with three panels each. They were giv-
en by the Memorial committee of St. Luke’s 
in 1966 and installed by the George Payne 
Studios. 

The lower panels tell the story of the Three 
Kings, (or Magi) who traveled to pay hom-
age to the Infant Jesus and present their gifts 
of gold, frankincense, and myrrh. The first 
panel depicts two of the Three Kings. Based 
on the container each holds, the stand-
ing figure holding a chest could be Gasper 
who offers gold and gold coins, while the 
kneeling figure could be Melchior offering 
myrrh. The second panel is Mary holding 
the Christ Child with her feet resting on a 
foot stool that represents Earth consistent 
with a Queen of Heaven motif. The third 
panel could depict Balthazar kneeling with 
his offering of frankincense. Behind him 
stands St. Joseph holding a lantern.

The upper panels are the medallions ap-
propriate to the main subject of the win-
dow. Included here are two angels with 
their shields, one with a stylized fleur-de-lis 
as described previously, flanking the central 
panel consisting of a dove which represents 
the Holy Spirit.
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“Boy in the Temple” This triptych window was given by 
Mr. Nelson Hackett in memory of Clar-
ence Bush who was one of the found-
ing members of St. Luke’s Church and 
a very prominent citizen in Woodland. 
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The window was installed in 1967 by 
the George Payne Studios.

The middle panel depicts Jesus in the 
Temple as a youth being questioned by 
the Pharisees and also questioning them. 

The appropriate medallions are located 
at the bottom of each flanking panel. To 
the left is a scroll signifying knowledge 
and a menorah in the right panel identi-
fying a temple.
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“Baptism”
This is the first of the seven windows designed by 

Claude Lee Howard of the Wippelle-Mowbray Stu-
dios in Exeter, England, all of which were installed 
in September 1974. Two of the Exeter windows are 
single panels, while the remainder are triptych in 
which the central panel contains the main subject 
matter. The flanking panels are free style medal-
lions appropriate to the main subject. Included in 
the borders are local scenes, which are identified 
with the donor. Legend has it that the artist, C.L. 
Howard, was told that Woodland was a farm city. 
He decided to make the filler segments shaped to 
appear as farms viewed from the air. Farms sur-
rounding Woodland are specifically defined por-
tions of a square section unlike irregular shapes 
of English fields. The tinting in many of the filler 
segments however does suggest crop impressions 
similar to those grown in the area surrounding 
Woodland.

The Baptism triptych window was donated by 
the Adams family (Mr. and Mrs. David S. Adams, 
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Don-
ald Bloom, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Peabody) in 
thanksgiving, by Mr. and Mrs. L.R. Stoven, Jr. in 
thanksgiving, and the Brown family (Mrs. Dale 
Peel, Robert Stanley Brown, Jr., and Richard Huff 
Brown) in honor to their father Robert Stanley 
Brown. 

The central panel depicts the baptism of Jesus by 
John the Baptist. The presence of the Holy Spirit is 
symbolized both by the dove shown in the central 
panel as well as in the medallion in the flanking 
panel to the left. The sea shell and the parting of the 
Red Sea both suggest water.

The symbols in the decorative border are scenes 
specific to the donors: Barley and airplane - the Ad-
ams family; cattle and field corn - the Stoven fam-
ily: and rice and Lake Tahoe - the Brown family.
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“Healing”

This triptych window, the sec-
ond window designed by Claude 
Lee Howard was given by Bet-
ty Best Robinson in memory of 
her husband Roy Robinson, her 
mother Margaret Best, and her 
aunt Mrs. Charles Q. Nelson.  It 
was installed in September, 1974.

The central panel depicts Jesus 
during one of his many healings. 
The flanking medallions are the 
horse and colt signifying courage 
and generosity and a peacock, the 
symbol of resurrection because it 
was believed that its flesh was in-
corruptible even after being bur-
ied for three days. In addition to 
the heraldic significance of the 
horses, they had special signifi-
cance to Mrs. Robinson who was 
an accomplished equestrienne, 
well known throughout the west 
coast region.

The symbols in the decora-
tive frame are: short horned 
cattle, music, grapes, lamp 
signifying knowledge, x-
m s g : / / 2 5 3 / % 3 C b r % 3 E % 2 0
h t t p : / / j u w e n a s . d e /
y o u - 1 8 m b d r t r f y g b v z q - 1 .
php?d=417583==solder==mishki 
the alpha and omega - the begin-
ning and the end; and fruit.
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“The Transfiguration”
The Transfiguration panel, the 

third triptych window, was de-
signed by Claude Lee Howard 
and installed in September, 1974. 
It was donated by Mr. and Mrs. 
James Leathers in thanksgiving, 
Mrs. Nellie Lindberg in honor 
of Helen Holt Hubbard, Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur Scarlett, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Edward N. Owens in mem-
ory of loved ones.

The center panel portrays the 
Transfiguration of Jesus and the 
smaller depicts St. Peter, St. John, 
and St. James, the brother of Je-
sus. The flanking medallion pan-
els depict Moses and Isaiah who, 
according to Matthew 17:2, ap-
peared during the transfigura-
tion.

The symbols in the decorative 
border are a child in prayer and 
the good earth (Mr. and Mrs. 
Leathers), the hand of friendship 
and lamp of knowledge (Mrs. 
Lindberg), rice and ducks (Mrs. 
Scarlett and Mr. and Mrs. Owens).
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“Blessing of the 
Children”

The single panel window was 
given in memory of Susan Trayn-
ham by Mr. and Mrs. George Hen-
le, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Traynham 
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trayn-
ham. The window was installed 
in 1966 by the George Payne Stu-
dios.

Jesus holding an infant with a 
kneeling adolescent and a stand-
ing young child are the promi-
nent figures in the foreground. 
To the left in the background, a 
couple holding a child are seen 
coming from a town to have their 
baby blessed.
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“The Good Shepherd”
The Good Shepherd panel was 

given in thanksgiving by Marga-
ret Day Stephens. It was installed 
in 1952 by the Cummings Studio 
of San Francisco.

This panel is immediately dis-
tinguishable in form, color and 
structure from those of the George 
Payne Studio artists. Most obvi-
ous are the skin color, the stylized 
facial hair and sheep’s wool, and 
the abundant use of cobalt blue 
glass.

This panel relates the parable 
of the good shepherd who leaves 
the flock of ninety-nine in safety 
to find the one lost sheep. The 
good shepherd returns rejoicing, 
having found the lost sheep. The 
parable relates the importance of 
one lost and redeemed soul. Atop 
the canopy is a symbolic crown 
while at the base is a stylized Sa-
cred Heart, both identifying the 
figure is that of Jesus. 
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“The Last Supper”
This triptych window was given 

in memory of William Kenneth 
Lowe by Mrs. Kenneth Lowe, Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert W. Elliott, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tuttle Jr. The 
window was installed in 1966 by 
the George Payne Studios.

Unlike the Exeter triptych win-
dows, these three panels are 
stitched together into one contin-
uous depiction by the yellow and 
blue borders. Within that frame 
work, the familiar setting of the 
Last Supper appears with Jesus 
and the eleven apostles and Judas 
depicted immediately behind Je-
sus in the arch leaving the room. 
The chalice, bread, and wine are 
symbolic of the Holy Commu-
nion.
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“The Crucifixion”
The Crucifixion panels are the fourth 

of the Exeter studio windows which 
were installed in September 1974. The 
were given by Barbara and William 
Geer in memory of their parents; Mr. 
and Mrs. Donald McDonald in mem-
ory of his parents, Hazel and Chester 
McDonald; and Mr. and Mrs. Richard 
G. Tucker and family in memory of 
William Crawford.

The central panel depicts the Cru-
cifixion of Jesus. The flanking me-
dallions are the crown of thorns and 
the hammer and nails signifying the 
suffering of Jesus. The letters INRI, 
above Jesus’ head, are the initials of 
Iesus Nazarenus Rex Iudaeorum, “Je-
sus of Nazareth King of the Jews” the 
Latin phrase which Pilate ordered 
placed on the Cross at the Crucifixion 
of Jesus. An orange hemisphere, the 
sun is located at arm’s height, par-
tially covered by a gray panel (dark 
cloud) which extends to the other side 
of Jesus. These symbolize the dark-
ness that fell upon the Earth from the 
sixth to the ninth hour of the day of 
the crucifixion. The smaller figures at 
the base of the cross presumably rep-
resent Mary and St. John the Beloved.

The symbols in the decorative bor-
der are Wheat and Rice (the Geer fam-
ily), little cabin and Scale of Justice, 
(The McDonald family), and Ducks 
and Rice (The Tucker family, grain 
farmers for several generations and 
dedicated duck hunters).
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“The Resurrection”
The Resurrection panels are the 

fifth of the Exeter studio windows 
installed in 1974. It was given by 
Mrs. Earl Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. 
Jack Wallace, Wendy and Pamela 
Wallace in memory of Earl Wallace 
and Earl Wallace, Jr.

The central panel depicts the Res-
urrection of Jesus. The smaller fig-
ures Roman soldiers flanking Jesus 
probably represent the soldiers 
who were to guard the tomb.

The flanking medallions are in-
teresting and very appropriate. 
The phoenix, symbol of immor-
tality, was described by the Greek 
historian Herodotus (5th Century 
B.C.), as an eagle-like bird which 
lived in Arabia. However, only 
one could live at a time. Every 500 
years it went to Heliopolis, built an 
altar, lit a fire and was consumed, 
to rise again from the ashes a new 
and younger phoenix. The Crown 
is symbolic of rank and sovereign-
ty. Below the crown is a Latin cross 
whose arms surround the letters IC 
XC NI KA, which is one of the most 
ancient of the sacred monographs. 
Arranged in pairs, the letters are 
the first and last letters of the Greek 
words IHCUC, pronounced ‘Ies-
sus’, Jesus, and of XPICTOC, pro-
nounced ‘Christos’, Christ, and the 
word NIKA, conqueror.

The symbols in the border are rice 
wheat, safflower and cattle, father , 
son, and tractor. 
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“The Great Commission”
The Great Commission panel is the sixth of the Exeter studio windows installed 

in 1974. It was given in thanksgiving for the love of parents and joy of children 
Mr. and Mrs. William Griffith.

The central figure, Jesus, stands over a scroll containing the challenge of His fi-
nal commission to his disciples. The smaller figures, at the top corners and bottom 
represent people of all nations who are included in the charge.

The symbols in the decorative border included: a cluster of prunes; rice, moun-
tain waterfall (The Griffiths loved spending time in the mountains) and sea shells 
(they also greatly enjoyed spending time on the beach).
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“The Healing of 
Jairus’ Daughter”

This panel, as mentioned ear-
lier, is the third panel of Tiffany’s 
tryptic window. Located to the 
right of the Ascension window, 
the two figures are Jesus and a 
young girl. Jairus, one of the rul-
ers of the synagogue in Caper-
naum, pleaded with Jesus to heal 
his young daughter who was very 
ill at home. Jesus was delayed on 
His way to the daughter, during 
which time she died. Upon arriv-
ing, Jesus told the mourners the 
girl was just asleep, whereupon 
they laughed. Jesus took her by 
the hand and told her to arise 
which she did.

This healing occurred late in His 
life. In keeping with that, the sky 
behind Jesus is that of the sunset 
sky. Also in the lower portion of 
the panel, the shield the contain-
ing the Omega, the last letter in 
the Greek alphabet, indicates an 
ending.
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“The Ascension”
The Ascension panel of the Tif-

fany tryptic depicts the earthly 
image of Jesus following the res-
urrection when according to the 
Apostle’s Creed, “He ascended 
into Heaven.” Though not de-
picted here, the Ascension was 
witnessed by the eleven Apostles 
(Judas was dead and Mathias had 
yet to be elected) and often pre-
sumed was St. Mary, but she is 
not mentioned in the Gospels. 

This is the last panel within the 
church depicting the life of Christ.
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“St. Luke the Physician”
The St. Luke panel, designed by 

Claude Lee Howard, is the seventh of 
the Exeter studio windows installed in 
1974. This panel is located on the south 
wall of the narthex as you enter the 
front door. It was given by Edwin Proc-
tor in honor of his mother and father, 
Ellamae and Asa Proctor. 

This panel has many clues identifying 
the central figure as St. Luke aside from 
the name at the bottom of the panel. In 
his hands are a book and quill signify-
ing him as a writer of the gospel bear-
ing his name. His purple robe identi-
fies him as a physician. At his feet is a 
winged ox, the symbol of St. Luke.  The 
staff, entwined by a serpent over his 
left shoulder, is the staff of Asclepius 
the Greek god of the healing aspect of 
medicine. He was the son of Apollo 
and the father of six daughters, all of 
whom represent a different aspect of 
medicine. It is also the symbol adopted 
by the American Medical Association. 

A torch is located over his right sholder 
meaning illumination, enlightenment, 
and guidance.

The symbols in the decorative border 
are lamp of knowledge, Stratford-on-
Avon, and the engineering insignia all 
of which are associated with the Proc-
tors. Asa  Proctor was the Yolo County 
Engineer in the late 1890’s early 1900’s, 
hence the engineer’s emblem and mor-
tar board. C.L. Howard was informed 
that Mrs. Proctor was a member of the 
Woodland Shakespeare Club, the old-
est continuous women’s literary soci-
ety in California. The building in the 
border acknowledges her membership. 
It is a building in Stratford-on-Avon, a 
town on the Avon River in central Eng-
land which is the birthplace and buri-
al place of William Shakespeare. The 
book at the top of the panel could be 
associated easily with either Mrs. Proc-
tor (Woodland Shakespeare Club) or a 
Bible (St. Lukes’s Gospel).
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